




SS22 OPTICAL COLLECTION

Inspired by the Mediterranean coast, the playful, fun, and elegant Sandro Spring/Summer 22 optical eyewear collection speaks of 
the brand’s youthful spirit and distinguished French attitude. With a free heart, the latest optical capsule captures the essence of 
both the Sandro Women’s and Sandro Men’s SS22  ready-to-wear collections. A perfect balance between effortless nonchalance and                 
uncalculated presence, the new season is inspired by a thirst for life. 

SANDRO FEMME

Embodying charming Parisian chic, women’s metal style SD4025 is a contemporary frame perfect for the forthcoming                                                       
Spring/Summer 22 season. The squared front features an exclusive vintage-inspired textured bamboo wire rim, embellishing the 
brow for a contemporary spin. The Shiny Gold version paired with Black accents and temple tips is both a contemporary yet classic 
choice. 

For the style-savvy female, the chunky panto shape of SD2033 is a classic frame designed with elegance in mind. The chunky                             
silhouette is perfectly balanced by shiny, slim metal temples featuring bevelled end pieces. For an added touch of luxe this style        
features titanium nose pads and is available in a new milky dark Crystal Green colourway. 

The iconic “flame” temple, a design element which made its mark in previous Sandro eyewear collections, features once again in 
this latest SS22 optical collection. This signature detail, inspired by the iconic Sandro flame sneakers, is seen on SD2035 - a stunning          
acetate and metal combination style. This model also showcases a vintage TV screen-inspired front crafted from acetate, extending 
into elegant “flame” shaped metal temples. Available in a warm Vintage Tortoiseshell option, this style is for the Sandro woman who 
longs for escape and sunshine and travel.



SANDRO HOMME

Crafted from thick bevelled acetate, men’s style SD1035 is a classic and refined choice. With an abundance of retro appeal, this frame 
features a timeless keyhole bridge as well as a new pin metal signature studded on the outer temples. It is available in minimalist and 
functional colour options such as a classic Black/Tortoiseshell. 

For a timeless optical style this season, SD3014 is the ultimate fit. This metal frame features a rounded front with a classic thin rim wire 
construction, fitted with a metal sheet nose bridge. Luxury titanium nose pads also feature and it is available in an array of stylish 
colour options such as shiny Brushed Gold.



SD4025 001 
Shiny Gold

SD1035 075
Black/Tortoiseshell 

SD2033 506 
Crystal Green

SD3014 403
Brushed Gold

SD2035 165 
Vintage Tortoiseshell
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